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Abstract: The word 'crime' is not a word; there is a lot of pain and loss behind it. The word 'crime' is the most horrible word that scares human society. Even as this article is being read, somewhere in a corner of the world, a man is currently suffering as a result of a crime. Crime has changed its shape over time according to the dimension of men. The system of detection of crimes and punishment of criminals has reached considerable development. Efforts have been made to prevent crimes in the past, but no amicable solution has been reached. To date, there have been lots of strategies to prevent this. The intention of this research article is to analyze the research articles that have been used in various criminal cases/activities that have taken place at different locations, and to identify the criteria, concepts, tools, conclusions, credentials and shortcomings found in those articles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

"Crime" the term was derived from Latin language [19]. The eminent Greek philosopher Aristotle said “Poverty is the parent of crime”. Poverty is one of the main attributes of crime issues; nowadays crime is a very serious social issue. According to the National Crime Record Bureau (NCRB) Crime Report 2017, there were 5007044 crimes committed in India [20]. In today's environment, the work of the Police Department is very difficult; crimes and its data are growing rapidly. It is very challenging for the police to detect and investigate crimes and convict the accused. Moreover, police are working hard to prevent crimes. It is better to prevent the crime before it happens than to take strict/punishable measures after the occurrence of a crime. This is beautifully portrayed in the classical Tamil poem Thirukkural as

"அமைவின காரணத்தை முதல்காலம் விளக்கட்டு குறிப்பிட்டு கோங்கு கொழுதியே.

These lines imply that the prosperity of a person who does not timely guard against faults, will perish like straw before fire. [21]. It is very important to systematize the crimes and store them and investigate whether the crimes are repeated to a larger extent. This study reviews the research findings of researchers who analyzed such data. In this research article, four different crime data source-based articles have been considered namely National Crime Record Bureau (NCRB), Online News Papers, Police Narrative reports, and Social Media.

The content of this article is as follows: Section II discusses the National Crime Record Bureau (NCRB), Section III revolves around the Online News Papers, Section IV focusses on the Police Narrative reports based articles criteria, and Section V provides an insight on the Social Media based articles concepts, tools, conclusions, credentials and shortcomings and Sections VI elaborates the calculation of this article.

II. NATIONAL CRIME RECORD BUREAU (NCRB)

All the countries in the world systematically collect and store information on criminal activity in their country, within their legal framework. The research report of the researchers analyzed with such information is reviewed and categorized as follows: the elements of identification, concepts, tools, conclusions, credentials and shortcomings.

A. Crime pattern Detection, Analysis & prediction

Sunil Yadav et al. [15] developed a model for crime prediction to improve the accuracy. In this model data set are collected from police department that contain, the number of individuals arrested and number of individual crimes committed with various other attributes. WEKA pre-processing techniques were applied to clean the unnecessary data. K-means algorithm was used to cluster the data such as high number of individuals committed in crime and, low number of individuals committed in crime. Apriori algorithm (association mining) was used to discover the frequent item set. In this model Apriori is applied in clustered data and that data is divided into high and low values. The outcome of Apriori demonstrated a relationship among the persons captured during year and person released in the same year. In this model Naïve Bayes algorithm was used to classify data like, number of crimes committed by a specific age group. In this model linier/linear regression is applied to predict the number of persons released from the crime against the number of hearings finalized throughout the year.

B. Crime detection and criminal identification in India using data mining techniques

Devendra Kumar Tayal et. al. [7] proposed the intergraded system of crime detection and criminal identification by applying data mining techniques for Indian cities. In this system data are collected from NCRB (National Crime Record Bureau), CPJ (Committee to protect journalists), and other Web source, from the period of 2002-2012. Data pre-processing techniques are applied to clean and convert the data into a structured format. In this proposed model seven Indian cities were selected namely, Bengaluru, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai, Jaipur and Pune and K-means clustering algorithm was applied to cluster the cities based on crime rate.
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KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor) algorithm was then applied to classify the clustered data based on similar ones. KNN examined the previous crimes and discovery similarity by matching with the current crimes based on the number of nearest neighbors. The overall system measured an accuracy of crime clusters as 93.62% and 93.9%.

C. Crime Analysis Based on Association Rules Using Apriori Algorithm

Mehmet Sevri et al. [11], displayed an itemized Crime Analysis that depended on data mining Association Rules. The creator applied the Apriori Algorithm to make an association rule to remove the connection among present and past Crime violations. In this framework data collection was done from NIBRS (National Incident-Based Reporting System) crime repository and criminal records from USA. Dataset contained 48 types of crime taken from nearly 5 million crime stories. The crime dataset contained various attributes namely: State, Population Group, Incident Date and Hour, Location type, weapon / force, Type property loss, property description, sex of victim, Relationship of victim to offender, offender age and sex. The proposed framework arranged the dataset into five phases namely Data pre-processing, data encoding, creating transactions in the dataset, creating frequent item sets which provide minimum support value and creating association rules which provide minimum confidence value out of the created item sets. In data pre-processing phase, the dataset attributes are examined using frequency analysis method to reduce irrelevant attributes and nominal values are converted into numerical values for program optimization. Data pre-processing outcome results are then coded in data encoding phase. In transaction creation phase, Apriori algorithm was applied to create the transactions dataset, followed by identifying frequent itemset that provides the minimum support value, and in the final phase association rules were framed to provide the minimum confidence value from the frequent item sets. This overall framework covers a detailed analysis of crimes.

D. Using Data Mining Techniques to Analyze Crime patterns in the Libyan National Crime Data

Zakaria Suliman Zubi et al. [18]. Proposed a framework for crime and criminal analysis. In this system, dataset was collected from the Libyan national crime data. Dataset contained more than 350 crimes and criminal records. WEKA mining software Numeric-To-Nominal function was applied to pre-process the collected data. In this framework K Means clustering algorithm was applied to group the crimes and criminals. It additionally gave the general statistical factual information about Criminal age versus Crime types. In this framework Apriori Algorithm was used for Association rule mining to identify frequent crime rate. Finally, both the algorithms displayed a promising outcome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Input Source</th>
<th>Approach/Methods</th>
<th>Techniques /Tools</th>
<th>Outcome of Research</th>
<th>Merits</th>
<th>Demerits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunil Yadav et al. [15]</td>
<td>Crime Records in Police Department</td>
<td>Association Mining, Clustering, Classification, Correlation and Regression</td>
<td>Apriori Algorithm, K-mean, WEKA Tool, R Tool, Naive Bayes algorithm, Liner regression model</td>
<td>Crime accuracy prediction</td>
<td>This model predicated; Each 10 rape case trials were finished and only 2.5 to 3 people are sentenced for the rape charge.</td>
<td>Accuracy metrics are not deeply discussed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devendra Kumar Tayal et al. [7]</td>
<td>NCRB, CPJ (Committee to protect journalists)</td>
<td>Data Extraction (DE), Data pre-processing (DP), Clustering, Google map representation, classification, Crime detection</td>
<td>NetBeans (JAVA Tool), WEKA, K-means, KNN classification</td>
<td>Crime detection and criminal identification</td>
<td>This model predicated; Delhi has the highest number of rape rate between other Indian cities. These helped the cities in providing tight security for women.</td>
<td>This model still needs enhancement on data collection, the accuracy of crime classification, and other security measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehmet Sevri et al. [11]</td>
<td>NIBRS Crime Database Criminal Records in USA (Year of 2013)</td>
<td>Association Rule</td>
<td>Apriori Algorithm Python</td>
<td>Extraction of the relationship and characteristics of Criminal Records</td>
<td>The proposed framework identified 300 frequent item sets and 368 solid relationships. This system applied Association rules to find the Minimum Support Value whose value was 0.05 and the minimum confidence value was 0.06</td>
<td>In this system, 5 million crime reports were analysed but it only identified 300 frequent itemset. Other missing outlier’s data are not discussed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zakaria Suliman Zubi et al. [18]</td>
<td>Libyan National Crime Data</td>
<td>Clustering, Association rules</td>
<td>Simple K Means Algorithm, Apriori Algorithm, WEKA mining software, Confusion matrix, Google Map API</td>
<td>Statistical report of crime and criminal analyses</td>
<td>This proposed system identified 32,33,34,36 aged group criminals committed the high rates crime and 15, 16, 45,44,51,52 aged group criminals committed the low rates.</td>
<td>In this proposed system data pre-processing phase results are not discussed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. ONLINE NEWS PAPERS

In the current digital world, web media reaches people instantly. It is an excellent source of information for people. The following are the findings of researchers who have primarily investigated crime data using such data. The table also classifies the concepts, tools, results, credentials, and shortcomings of the concepts used.

A. Crime Profiler: Crime Information Extraction and Visualization from News Media

Tirthankar Dasgupta et al. [17], proposed NLP technique to pre-process the digital data collected from different sources namely, WikiCrimes, WordNet, and a subset of the news resources and developed crime ontology for Crime Profiling and also proposed a semi-supervised learning technique by applying SVM algorithm into categories namely, “Nature of crime”, “Criminal”, “Victim”, “Enforcement” news. They crawled around 3000 crime news documents, and presently have achieved an F-Measure of around 64% in detecting accused name, 72% in detecting crime type, 88% in detecting crime location and 87% in detecting date and time of occurrence of the crime event. At the end, the commonly observed errors and the crimes in different geographical locations were visualized.

B. Crime Analytics: Analysis of Crimes through Newspaper Articles

Jayaweera Isuru et al. [8], proposed an online newspapers-based crime analysis system. In this system Crawler4j was used to collect source from Srilankan English newspapers namely, Daily Mirror, The Island, and Ceylon Today. SVM (Support Vector Machine) based Classifiers was used to classify the news articles into crime and non-crime. The proposed system performs foremost mechanisms like, Entity extractor, duplication detector, Crime analyzer, and GUI based Visualizer. Entity extractor extracts the entities from each article like crime date, location, police, court, victims count etc. GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering), techniques were used to pre-process the text. Duplicate Detector used 64-bit sim hash values to remove the duplicate newspaper articles from the database. Crime analyzer proposed operations such as, like hotspot detection, Crime Comparison, and Crime pattern Visualization. The proposed system achieves some valuable accuracies in article classification (95.7163 %), and Entity Extraction (79.33%). Duplication detection detected that average precision value was 95% and recall value was 96 %. They overall proposed system achieved some decent performance in Crime analysis system.

C. Web News Mining in an Evolving Framework

José Antonio Iglesias et al. [9], proposed an approach to classify different kind of news articles and clustered various topics of news. In this framework hundreds of News articles data are collected from New York Time online newspapers. NYT articles are clustered in seven different phases like, Travel, technology, Sports, Health, Science, Business and Art. In this system 500 articles per each cluster head from the overall 3500 web news articles were collected. In this proposed model different cluster head like, Health vs. Science, Science vs. technology, Health vs. Sports. Etc were taken into account. This proposed framework had two major phases namely, Term Extraction and Evolving classification. Term Extraction model is classified in two phases, Term Generation and Term Filtering. Term Generation Phase used RapidMiner to generate and pre-process the data. Term filtering phase finds the outlier of the irrelevant data and removes it from the source and also updates the new categories into the news articles in the corpus. Evolving Classification phase is divided into modules namely, Creation of the Evolving Fuzzy Rules and Web New Classification. Evolving Fuzzy rules phase, creates the fuzzy rules for the news articles, calculates the distance between two news articles, updates all the prototypes, inserts the newly found categories and, finally removes the unnecessary prototypes. Web news classification phase classifies the new news articles, although every news articles are signed by one or more prototypes. In this classifier previously analyzed categories are compared with the entire prototype using cosine distance, smallest distance and closest similarity.

D. Crime base: Towards building a knowledge base for crime entities and their relationships from online news papers

Srinivasa K et al. [14], proposed a framework to construct an information base of Crime Entities from online newspapers without duplicity and information loss. In this system data are collected from three Indian newspapers namely, Indian Express, Times of India, and Deccan Chronicles. In this framework manually crime related terms of corpus are created. First phase of framework verified all the headlines of the collected news articles. If it did not match the crime corpus focus is moved onto the next phase. In this phase latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) algorithm was applied to find the probability distribution of the headlines. Probability Distribution of the Headlines (PDH) values are matched with the threshold values kept on the headlines and updates the Crime Corpus otherwise the News articles are rejected. The proposed NLP rule-based techniques are used to extract the entities from the selected Newspapers. This upgraded NLP framework reduced the inaccurately tagged text and untagged text. In the Tokenization and POS tagging phase, articles were tokenized into sentence and words. NLTK POS tag was used to tag the tokenized words of each sentence. In the Named entity Recognition and Relationship Extraction phase, the relationship of previously tagged entities based on SVO (Subject-Verb-Object) rule is identified. In this proposed system contextual similarity measure and semantic similarity measures are applied to identify the similarity between the text events.

E. Extracting Crime Information from Online Newspaper Articles

Arulananand Rexy et.al. [4], presented a framework for mining the crime location from online newspapers. In this model data are collected from 70 online newspapers articles from Otago Daily Times (New Zealand), Sydney Morning Herald (Australia) and The Hindu (India). First phase of this framework built the crime corpus based on theft related articles.
In the Sentence tokenization phase, NLTK tools were used to split articles into individual sentences. In the Location identification phase Named Entity Recognition algorithms were used to identify the location from individual sentence. Feature identification phase was used to label identified location as CLS (crime location sentence) and as NO-CLS (not a crime location sentence), Label assignment phase was used for feature identification. In this phase labels were manually assigned to the unidentified sentence. In the Training CRF (Conditional Random Field) phase, CRF algorithm was used to learn the weights between Feature identification and label assignment phase and a new model was created. When new dataset was used, this model automatically labelled the sentence from the article. In the Sentence classification phase, automatically assigned labels were compared with manually assigned labels with the help of precision, recall and f-score and identifies accuracy metrics.

Table – II: Classification report of online news papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Input Source</th>
<th>Approach/ Methods</th>
<th>Techniques / Tools / Algorithms</th>
<th>Outcome of Research</th>
<th>Merits</th>
<th>Demerits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tirthankar Dasgupta et al. [17]</td>
<td>News Article</td>
<td>NLP technique, Classification</td>
<td>NLP, Semi-supervised learning technique (SVM) Visualizing (Chart, Wheat)</td>
<td>Crime Information Extraction and Visualization</td>
<td>This literature helps to learn different NLP techniques to extract Entities from data</td>
<td>Still need accuracy for detecting accused names because accuracy is below 65%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayaweeran Isuru et. al. [8]</td>
<td>SriLankan English News Paper (Daily Mirror, Island, and Ceylon today)</td>
<td>Entity extractor, duplication detector, Crime analyser, and GUI based Visualiser</td>
<td>SVM classifier, Crawler4j, Jsoup, Hybrid sampling techniques, Grid Search, SMOTE Up Sampling, Ensemble Boosting, Ensemble Bagging, DEC (Different Error Cost), Hybrid Sampling techniques, Machine Lanning, Context Pattern</td>
<td>Hotspot detection, Crime Comparison, and Crime pattern Visualization</td>
<td>The Crime analysis proposed system handled techniques such as, Crime analysis system SVM classifier, Crawler4j, Jsoup, Hybrid sampling techniques, Grid Search, SMOTE Up Sampling, Ensemble Boosting, Ensemble Bagging, DEC (Different Error Cost), Hybrid Sampling techniques, Machine Lanning, Context Pattern, GATE, OpenNLP and Google Map API. These techniques are useful for further continuation of the research.</td>
<td>Entity extraction extracts the accuracy values as Crime Location 82%, Crime Type 82%, and Crime Date 74%. This model still needs some improvements in accuracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>José Antonio Iglesias et al. [9]</td>
<td>Online News</td>
<td>Term Generation Team extraction Information Retrieval Evolving Classification</td>
<td>RapidMiner Tokenization Stopword removal Stemming or Lemmatization Snowball Stemmer TF-IDF Evolving Fuzzy System eClass0 classifier C4.5 classifier Naive Bayes Classifier ANN, SVM KNN</td>
<td>Various Classified categories of News Articles</td>
<td>eClass0 is the well performed classifier and this classifier did not store all streamed data into the memory. It was simple, efficient and rule based to evolve. This framework provides good results namely, Health and Science news articles category 4 rules was created, Health, Science and Sports news articles category 16 rules was Created. Arts, Business, Health, Science, Sports, and Travel news articles category 32 rules was Created</td>
<td>Artificial Neural Network groundwork procedure is very time consuming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Srinivasa K et al. [14] | Online Newspapers | Tokenization and POS Tagging Named Entity Extraction Relationship Extraction | NLTK, LDA Algorithm Python 3 Library OWL 2.0 ontologies DBpedia SPARQL Word2Vec | Crime Knowledge base | This proposed framework applied present techniques namely, NLP and Word2Vec. This system presented knowledge graphs for events and also showed knowledge graphs after semantic merging. | Primarily 100 crime related keywords used were to create the corpus. Updated crime terms result are not discussed.
IV. POLICE NARRATIVE REPORTS

One of the most important duties of police is to collect information on the crime scene and record the first report of the victims and to report where the crime has taken place. The following is the review report of the researchers who analysed the data as primary data. The table also classifies the concepts, tools, results, credentials, and shortcomings of the concepts used.

A. Crime Information Extraction from Police and witness narrative reports

Chih Hao Ku et al. [5], developed a web-oriented reporting system that was associated with NLP (Natural Language Processing) techniques. This proposed system collected data from cognitive interview reports that were used to extract the valued entities. The proposed system created a lexicon (huge crime explicit lexicon) that was developed from UCR (Uniform Crime Report), Wikipedia, MSN Encarta, Frame Net Serious Wheels. Every category of lexicon included enormous sub-lexicons. The lexicon was also used Collins Cobuild, to hold or eliminate a term, whereas the term was overlapped. The proposed system applied the GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) modules for data pre-processing. They also developed own JAPR rules and Gazetteer lists to extract the entities. The overall system results for precision, police narrative was 94%, witness narrative was 96 %, results for recall percentage was police narrative 85% and witness narrative 90%.

B. An intelligent Analysis of a City Crime Data Using Data Mining

Malathi A et al. [10] analyzed a city crime data to predict crime trends from 2000 to 2009 by collecting Crime data from Tamilnadu police department. The filtering phase removed the unwanted elements from the dataset. WEKA tool was used for clustering the crime data to the size of the city population and the next phase predicted the crime future trend by forecasting crime rate between one year to the following year and applied data mining strategies to extend changes into what's to come. The proposed model applied attributes namely murder, rape, theft, cheating and other IPC Crime to cluster crime cities that had a similar trend, and then next year cluster information to classify records, and these were joined with the state poverty data to create a classifier that predicted future crime trends.

C. A Distance measure for determining similarity between criminal investigations

Tim K. Cocx et al. [16], presented a distance measure for determining similarity between criminal investigations. This framework contained four phases, commercial text miner, Table transformation unit, distance calculator and visualization. In this system data were collected in police narrative reports. Text miner techniques were applied to extract the entities and labelled extracted entities and finally stored it into high dimensional table. High dimensional table was used to compare crime cases and find the common similarity in crime. In this system, distance measure techniques were used to calculate the distance between similarities of criminal cases. This framework produced some good results: 28 police investigation, and extracted 152,280 unique entities by proposed distance measure, calculated the distance and visualized it in a clustered image.

D. Big Data-Based Smart City Platform: Real – Time Crime Analysis

Debopriya Ghosh et. al. [6], presented a knowledge-based framework for smart city platform in New York. In this model data are collected from NJ Crime History and FIR. Data acquisition phase collected 4000 different types of incidents in various time period. The raw data that was kept in the repository contained a lot of unrelated and counterfeit data. Data pre-processing techniques were applied to remove punctuations; stop words and words were stemmed. In this model machine learning algorithms were applied to classify the crime incident automatically. Document indexing phase applied Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting function to train and validate the text documents. Cosine – Normalization was used to normalize TF-IDF Results. In this model Latent Semantic Analysis algorithms were used to extract specific crime type like “theft”. Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithms were applied to model the separate topics. Text Categorization phase applied multiple learning algorithms such as Random Forest, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Scaled Linear Discriminant Analysis (SLDA), MAXENT (Maximum Entropy Classifier), and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). This model provided some promising results: Named Entity Recognition phase extracted the entities from text and stored into database.
This overall framework framed a relationship between public, location, incidents, and vehicles from the previous crimes and provided new knowledge to study the further new investigations.

V. SOCIAL MEDIA

Social websites are a major source of crime information. Social networking sites like YouTube, twitter, Facebook and Instagram share a variety of data daily. In just a minute, in online 481,000 tweets are sent to twitter, 973,000 users are logged on to Facebook, 3.7 million searches are done on Google Chrome, and 4.3 million videos are viewed on YouTube. These numbers reveal the rapid growth of digital data exposed [22]. The articles reviewed by analysts who used such crime data are as follows. The table also classifies the concepts, tools, results, credentials, and shortcomings of the concepts used.

A. Language Usage on Twitter Predicts Crime Rates

Abdulaziz Almhamedi et al. [3], proposed to predict the crime rates from public twitter data in Houston and New York City. Twitter Streaming API was used to collect the tweets from Houston (2.5 Million) and New York City (3 Million), for each tweet extract tweet’s text, Creation date and languages. WEKA 3.7.10 Machine Learning Toolkit was used to pre-process the data and construct a 2-dimension matrix (document, attribute). Automatic Feature selection was used to search 400 features. SVM classifier was used to classify the language as an offensive or non-offensive one. Classified data was divided into two chunks, training and testing. In the training phase, 1000 data are manually labelled based on vulgar words. In the evaluation phase cross-validation partitioned the data into k equal size subsamples and the model was built on k-1 of the folds. This model identified a number of statistically significant correlations between crime rate and the mode of language used.

B. Mining Social Media Content for Crime Prediction

Aghababaei Somayeh et al. [1], proposed a model for crime trend prediction. This model retrieved crime rates from four urban areas of the United States namely Chicago, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Houston. Topic-based sampling strategies utilized explicit keywords or hashtags to gather tweets from Twitter API based on related geographic zone. The training data and input data of this model were derived from crime indexes. Binary classification model was used to reduce the trends’ prediction. The linear SVM Classifier was used to predict given data, regardless of whether the crime index will go up or down in the future. This model evaluates the predicted user-generated content in social media, no keywords and exact terms correlated to the crime. A comprehensive experiment was conducted in different cities of the United States to predict crime trends.
The complete outcomes showed that there was an association between before posted tweets and crime rates in the standpoint time frame. This proposed model used only twitter content, the correlated relationship content and crime trends that had been exposed. The F-measure values of prediction model are labelled grounded on “trend” and “mean”, Chicago (mean 0.71, trend 0.62), Philadelphia (mean 0.63, trend 0.7), San Francisco (mean 0.52, trend 0.58), and Houston (mean 0.53, trend 0.53). This prediction model compares the correlation between content and crime trends in the different crime incidents.

C. Crime Analysis and Prediction Using Data Mining

Sathyadevan Shiju et al. [12], proposed a system that was used to predict the high possibility for crime incidence and visualize crime zones. In this system data are collected from various sources namely, News Sites, Blogs, Media, RSS Feeds, and the collected data was stored into Database (Mongo DB). In this system, Naïve Bayes Algorithm was used to build the trained crime data model and it showed over 90 % accuracy. NER (Named Entity Recognition) techniques are used to extract the entity in text namely, person names, organizations, location, date and time. This model applied the Apriori association rule mining algorithm to find the frequent crimes patterns in a particular region. The crime pattern was used to construct a model for the decision tree. Techniques were then used to build a model by tanning the frequent patterns. Finally, these models graphically represented the crime-prone areas.

D. Mining Twitter data for crime trend prediction

Aghababaei Somayyeh et al. [2], proposed a model for crime trend prediction. This proposed model collected data from Chicago data portal and Twitter and the model definitions were its own training data. This proposed system applied the binary classification algorithm that was used to classify the crime index from input data. This system proposed a temporal topic model by applying a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm to renew entire vocabulary in various time frames. In this model, outcome of crime types recommended a solid relationship between the content of twitter and the trend of crime rates. This proposed model visualized the frequent terms distributions for the top 20 topics, the gathered topics showed the various characteristics in terms of document-topic distribution and the F-measure values for different crime types.

E. An Approach to Build a Database for Crimes in India Using Twitter

Sinha Ranu et al. [13], developed a real-time Crime repository. In this proposed system nearly 21k tweets(data) were collected from twitter news channels account and newspapers twitter account namely, @ndtv, @TimesNow, @the_hindu, @IndianExpress, and @DDNewsLive. This model handled the R language and applied rtweet library to access the Twitter API, extracted the tweets and created the model for crime database. Crime keywords were used to categorise the tweets. Data pre-processing techniques were used to clean and remove the duplicate tweets. The proposed model used the openNLP package to extract the name and location in the tweets and finally stored into the database. The stored data visualized the High crime rate zones. The overall proposed system developed a model for the Name-Entity Recognition.

Table IV: Classification report of Social Media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Input Source</th>
<th>Approach/Methods</th>
<th>Technique(s)/Tools</th>
<th>Outcome of Research</th>
<th>Merits</th>
<th>Demerits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Almehmadi Abdulaziz et al. [3]</td>
<td>Twitter Tweets</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>API, SVM, MongoDB, NoSQL</td>
<td>Crime rates model</td>
<td>They suggest better predictable crimes rates, used an opinion finder and Google-Profile of Mood States (GPOMS), for each tweet, overall mood in terms of being positive, negative.</td>
<td>The label assignment in text mining was not fully automated process: it was done by manually and still need improved techniques. In this analysis only few available fields of twitter data are used, if they used more fields, information possibly could have caught some interesting patterns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aghababaei Somayyeh et al. [1]</td>
<td>Twitter tweets</td>
<td>Data Collection Prediction Model</td>
<td>linear SVM Classifier</td>
<td>Crime prediction model</td>
<td>The outcomes prediction model concluded, the correlation between content and crime trends in the different crime incidents.</td>
<td>In this research limited number of crime index are handled, further analysis is expected to look at the joining of other financial lists and geographical data, which connect with offender behaviours. These displayed the correlation with different incidents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sathyadevan Shiju et al. [12]</td>
<td>Web Sites, New Sites, blogs, Social media, RSS Feeds</td>
<td>Data Collection, Classification, Pattern identification, Prediction, Visualization, Crime Profiling</td>
<td>Mango DB, Naive Bayes, SVM, NER, Decision tree, Neo4j</td>
<td>Crime Prone reigns</td>
<td>The proposed system predicts crime prone areas in India.</td>
<td>The proposed system predicts crime regions only, and does not consider appropriate time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. CONCLUSION

This review article evaluates the statements made by researchers with four major crime data sources, the National Crime Record Bureau (NCRB), Online News Papers, Police Narrative Reports, and Social Media. Data collection, data pre-processing, Entity Extraction, and Classification are the more complex and challenging in Crime evaluation, and there is a need for significant improvement on Data collection and Entity Extraction. Researchers have applied current popular techniques, methods and tools. This study helps to find out that many crime analyses have been done under a lot of research in English newspapers. The researcher did not use other criminal newspapers to study crime. Much of this research explores the possibilities and problems of exploring other language newspapers. This study opens the door for new research on crime data mining.
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